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Executive Summary
WP5 knowlEdge Management & Marketplace is related to research and development of a
distributed infrastructure and technical means in order to ensure (i) the adequate availability
of computing resources and (ii) the efficient management and access of information and
knowledge (machine learning models). The resulting work will address the following
objectives:
● Connection and integration of higher-level information (machine learning/analytical
models)
● Development of an open standard for the description of information/knowledge
● Efficient entity-based and functional access to the stored information/knowledge
● Creation of a decentralized marketplace platform where algorithm producers and
“customers” can exchange models and algorithms
This report is focused on the delivery of the knowlEdge Marketplace which is strongly
correlated with the last of the four WP5 objectives. The knowlEdge Marketplace has been
designed as a web-based component providing user friendly interfaces for managing and
exchanging AI models and algorithms. Blockchain technology is used in order to add the
business logic to the Marketplace alongside important back-end functionalities. All the
design decisions were followed, the research has been conducted, the first development
results and outcomes are reported in this document.
The final outcomes of T5.3 knowlEdge Marketplace and the final version of the actual
marketplace will be documented in the second iteration of this document, in D5.5 Final
knowlEdge Marketplace Platform at M30.
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0 Introduction
0.1 knowlEdge Project Overview
The knowlEdge project is funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries,
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu
AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and
collaborative.
To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data management
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments
as computational and live data infrastructure, an edge continuous learning execution
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AImodels from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and
interchange AI trained models.

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D5.4 Initial knowlEdge Marketplace, is the
documentation of the implemented Marketplace framework of the project. The report aims
to present the design decisions alongside the current state-of-the-art related to AI
Marketplaces. Furthermore, the details of the technical implementation of the first version of
knowlEdge marketplace are also documented in this deliverable. The final version will be
described on D5.5 Final Marketplace Platform. The business models connected to
Marketplace is out of the scope of this technical report and they will be presented in the WP9
deliverables.
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0.3 Target Audience
The D5.4 Initial knowlEdge Marketplace aims primarily to publish results related to technical
achievements related to project’s marketplace for AI models and algorithms. The target
audience is mainly researchers and developers.

0.4 Deliverable Context
This document is one of the cornerstones for achieving the project aims related to
exchanging AI models and algorithms through a common marketplace.
About the deliverable structure it is following the methodology we have applied so far to
develop the first prototype of the knowlEdge Marketplace. In particular:
•

First, we study the expected Marketplace role in the overall project and collect and
examine the requirements that have been documented. These are considered as the
first steps before someone start to design and implement things. Role and
requirements are documented on Chapter 1.

•

Following the study of the requirements, we have conducted a state-of-the-art
analysis related to AI Marketplaces. The outcomes of these analysis are available on
Chapter 2.

•

After analysing the existing solutions and approaches, the Marketplace architecture
was designed and core components and interfaces were defined in order to address
the project requirements. The architecture and components are documented on
Chapter 3.

•

Following architecture and components definition, the services that will be finally
implemented and delivered were defined and are available on Chapter 4.

•

The development of knowlEdge includes two core back-end parts. The one is the
knowlEdge Repository that is described in detail on D5.2 and provide all the available
information and services related to AI models managements. The second core part
is the Blockchain framework that provides all the business logic and relevant services
to the Marketplace. This framework is documented on Chapter 5.

•

Besides the back-end part, the user interfaces are a core component of the
knowlEdge Marketplace as well. They are presented on Chapter 6.

0.5 Document Status
This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public”.

0.6 Document Dependencies
This document has no preceding documents. A formal iteration is expected: D5.5 on M30.
If explicitly requested by reviewers, a definitive version can be made available at the end of
the project.
Furthermore it is connected with:
● Description of Action (DOA) which provides the foundation for the actual research
and technological content of knowlEdge.
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● D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations & D2.4 Vision,
Specifications and System Architecture that provide the requirements related to
Marketplace and the architecture definition and connection with the rest
components
● D5.2 Initial Description of KnowlEdge Repository as the Repository is one of the
main back-end infrastructures of the knowlEdge Marketplace

0.7 Glossary and Abbreviations
A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary
The document contains also a lot of concepts related to Blockchain technology so for
readers that are not that experienced they can check the official glossary by Hyper Ledger
Fabric https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/glossary.html

0.8 External Annexes and Supporting Documents
External Documents:
● Annexes:
●

A: History

●

B: References

● Supporting Documents:
●

0.9 Reading Notes
● None

0.10

Document Updates

D5.5 Final knowlEdge Marketplace Platform, M30
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1

knowlEdge Marketplace Role in the Project and
Requirements

In general, an online marketplace is considered a website or app where products or services
are provided by multiple third parties, in order to facilitate shopping from many different
sources. For knowlEdge project, the Marketplace aims to make the knowledge shareable
and manageable among the stakeholders as it will be a marketplace for knowledge/AI
models. Based on DoA task description, the current version of project requirements and
scenarios, a web-based marketplace for AI algorithms (trained models) and solutions should
be built, so as all the available knowledge can be traded between the project partners and
beyond the consortium level at the end of the project. The knowlEdge Marketplace should
support profiles and user roles (providers, consumers etc.), search capabilities based on
various filters, recommendation mechanisms for relevant models, datasets and solutions,
rating and feedback mechanisms for the available models and contributors and of course, a
friendly and easy to use interface. Further functionalities such as subscription for
notifications about specific topics/solutions should be supported. Moreover, the marketplace
should provide functionality to enable AI customers to add specifications for a solution and
matching with possible providers who can be notified for solution’s development. So it will
be taken into consideration as value-added services at a later stage.
As depicted in the next figure, the knowlEdge Marketplace component belongs to the
Knowledge Management Layer of the project and it is strongly correlated with the knowlEdge
Repository, AI models and users such as data scientists.
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Figure 1: knowlEdge Marketplace in Overall Project Architecture
The concrete requirements that have been documented so far and are related to the
knowlEdge Marketplace design and development are listed below:

Requirement ID

Type of
Requirement

RQ_5_007

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will enable the
direct knowledge sharing among stakeholders

RQ_5_008

Non Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will provide user
friendly and easy to use interfaces

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
display AI Models information and metadata
coming from knowlEdge Repository

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will support
advanced search functionalities based on
various filters, parameters and options

RQ_5_009

RQ_5_010

Description
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RQ_5_011

RQ_5_012

RQ_5_013

RQ_5_014

RQ_5_015

RQ_5_016

RQ_5_017

RQ_5_018

RQ_5_019

RQ_5_020

RQ_5_021

RQ_5_022

RQ_5_023

Non-Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
quick response (a few seconds) to user's
actions and high performance (some seconds)
on functionalities like search for models etc.

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must support
multi-users profiles and secure login
functionalities

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
mechanisms to upload/download AI Models
to/from knowlEdge repositories

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
feedback and rating mechanisms for the AI
Models that are exchanged over it

Non Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
handle personal and sensitive data with full
confidentiality and security

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace would provide
subscription mechanism for customers/users
in order to receive notifications about specific
topics/solutions

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace would provide
recommendation mechanisms for relevant
models, datasets, solutions and knowledge

Functional

knowlEdge marketplace must provide a
taxonomy to do search of proper algorithms
or datasets

Functional

knowlEdge marketplace must provide welldefined templates for categorizing AI
models/algorithms offered

Functional

knowlEdge marketplace would provide
mechanism for purchasing AI models for a fee
or free

Non Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
model AI models as marketplace products, as
well as provide means of monetizing

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
ownership to model owners, as well as
transfer of ownership if needed.

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must provide a
simple way of uploading and/or removing AI
models and marketplace currency
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RQ_5_024

RQ_5_025

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should check for
any inserted data and allow insertion in case
all necessary information are present.

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must safeguard
the integrity of the models, as well as the
transactions between marketplace users.

Figure 2: Requirements related to knowlEdge Marketplace
As depicted by the collected requirements they reflect a lot the expected role of the
Marketplace and the initially expected functionalities based on DoA. They are related to the
following groups of functionalities:
•

trading AI models providing corresponding mechanisms and business concepts/logic

•

explore AI models and search for them through user friendly UIs

•

multi users support, access and role management, security
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2 State-of-the-Art Analysis for AI Models Marketplaces
In recent years a lot of marketplaces for exchanging AI models have been introduced by
various companies. The AI models and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have been
monetized and offered as products through online marketplaces.
IBM has introduced the Imaging AI Marketplace [1] to connect health providers with AI for
imaging. It is a centralized marketplace that enables healthcare providers to discover,
purchase and manage applications that provide the latest AI-powered clinical tools. On the
other hand, researchers and developers can reach a large community of customers for their
AI applications and take advantage of the provided infrastructure and deployment
processes. However, this marketplace is focused in this specific type of AI applications. To
the same aim, Nuance Communications [2] has introduced its marketplace/store for
Healthcare AI solutions and services.
Following a more generic approach Amazon offers its AWS Marketplace [3]. In this product,
customers are able to find a large variety pre-built models and algorithms covering a wide
range of use cases and industries. The available solutions cover services for Text Analysis,
Business Analytics, Computer Vision, Healthcare and Language Processing. The solutions
are mainly trading in subscription-based model with a charging per hour/day/monthly. The
Gravity AI [4] is also an alternative providing plenty of production ready pre-trained AI
models to be used in various sectors and use cases. The Akira.AI [5] provides a marketplace
focusing on AI models especially for solutions related to Text Analysis, Computer Vision and
Face Recognition. This marketplace provides also access to CPU, GPU, storage and
network resources so customers are able to execute AI models there. The access to the
resources is provided in different packages of monthly-based subscriptions. MODELPLACE
AI [6] could be considered as another similar approach to the latter. It offers AI models
especially for Computer Vision and Objects Recognition. This marketplace also provides the
feature to test AI models ‘live’ in a web browser environment or to use a provided API for
calling models for free for a predefined number of calls per day. C3 AI Marketplace [7] allows
researchers and developers to build and share software packages on the marketplace and
customers to find and purchase. In addition to these features, they provide an AI Integrated
Development Studio plus support of 3rd parties SDKs in order to promote collaborative
development.
Besides the market-ready solutions, a lot of EC-funded projects have introduced
marketplaces for hosting or even trading software solutions including AI/ML algorithms.
AI4EU [8] is the representative example as it provides an open-source platform for the
development, training, sharing and deployment of AI models. The sharing and deployment
of AI models are offered by AI4EU Marketplace [9] however it looks more like an open code
repository as, to the best of our knowledge, it lacks of some business logic behind it. The
MarketPlace [10] EU project aims to provide a web-based platform to be a single point of
access for material modeling activities in Europe.
Another EU projects such as COMPOSITION [11] has introduced alternative concepts for
marketplaces. In this one, every company is represented by virtual agents targeting to
negotiate for goods and services over the marketplace in an automated manner. To this
marketplace the exchanged solutions are related to supply-chain activities that supports
manufacturing domain. Another marketplace related to the manufacturing domain is the one
coming from an EU funded project named v-fos [12]. It offers an application marketplace
D5.4 Initial knowlEdge Marketplace Platform - Vs: 1.0 - Public
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and a development studio, which aims to become an app store for manufacturing industry.
For the same domain, manufacturing, the NIMBLE [13] EU project has introduced a
federated interoperable eco-system providing B2B connectivity for European businesses in
order to add catalogues of products and negotiate over this platform. Recently, the European
Factory Platform for Agile Manufacturing / EFPF [14] has introduced its Portal and
Marketplace that includes solutions coming from previous EU projects and 3 rd-parties
clusters and initiatives. However the solutions are a mix of software solutions and physical
products as various marketplaces are integrated there.
Other EU projects such as PoP-Machina [15] proposes a collaboration platform for makers
operating in smart manufacturing. This platform provides a marketplace that is based on a
blockchain network infrastructure that will enable the transactions, resulting in an open,
decentralized digital marketplace. A bit similar approach of a collaboration platform for
makers and use of blockchain technology exists in the iProduce [16] EU project as well. In
addition to the EU projects, some initiatives that were established though the European
research programs, such as the International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) [17] provides
an APPs Store that also includes AI solutions. Furthermore, the IDSA alongside other
European institutes and initiatives such FIWARE [18], have established the AI Marketplace
[19] funded by the government of Germany. This marketplace aims to enable AI providers
to present solutions and find customers.
To sum up, based on the above state-of-the-art analysis there are market-ready solutions
in the field of AI marketplaces, but most of them are focused on health-related cases or
generic cases related to text recognition, computer vision and objects recognition. There are
no provided solutions related to manufacturing or smart factories domains. On the opposite,
there are marketplaces that have been established in European research projects that are
mostly specialized in the Industry 4.0 domain. However, these marketplace in the one hand,
lack of some business logic, and in other hand they collect heterogeneous solutions and
products and they are not marketplaces focusing on the exchange of AI/ML models and
knowledge. Therefore, the knowlEdge Marketplace aims to deliver an AI models
marketplace that will be focused on the smart manufacturing domain.
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3

knowlEdge Marketplace Architecture and
Connection with Other Components

In order to address the overall needs of trading AI models though a common point of
reference such as an online marketplace and fulfil the documented requirements, a first
version of knowlEdge Marketplace was designed and implemented. Following the analysis
of the current state of the art, the next steps in the design phase were the design of the
architecture and the identification of technologies that could be used in the development
phase.
The high-level technical architecture of the knowlEdge Marketplace is depicted in the
following figure:

Figure 3: knowlEdge Marketplace Architecture
User Centric Services Module:
The module is related to provision of services that are expected to provide functionalities
most connected to user experiences and services that are considered common to
various types of marketplaces such as search, UIs etc.
● knowlEdge Marketplace User Interface: this interface is the front-end part of the
knowlEdge Marketplace. It delivers web-based interfaces aiming to present to the user
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all the Marketplace functionalities that will be available from the rest of the subcomponents of the knowledge Marketplace
● Search Module: this module is in charge of providing search functionalities to the
marketplace’s users. A user should be able to search for AI models based on various
criteria and filters.
● AI Models Catalogue: this module is responsible for storing main information about
AI models, as they will be retrieved from the knowlEdge Repository components. It will
be used to create some specific views based on the user actions. For example, if a user
would like to create a specific category of models, then relevant information from
knowlEdge Repository will be handled by the Catalogue so to be available for UIs to
build dynamically drop-down menus and other components related to interfaces control
and navigation.
Access Management:
This layer is related to functionalities for the secure access of Marketplace UIs and
services.
● Users/Role Management and Security Module: this module is responsible for
providing login functionalities and secure access to resources and information in the
Marketplace for various users’ accounts.
Blockchain Module / Hyperledger Fabric Network:
This layer is responsible for provide all the functionalities to add business logic to
knowlEdge Marketplace.
● NFT Chaincode: this component is responsible for the creation and deployment of
Non-Fungible-Token (NFT) smart contracts that are required to set up a NFT-based
Marketplace.
● FT Chaincode: this component is responsible for the creation and deployment of
Fungible-Token (FT) smart contracts
● Token Mint Notary: this component is responsible for the creation and deployment
of token mint notary smart contracts
● Marketplace Chaincode: this component is responsible for the creation and
deployment of Marketplace smart contracts
Interfaces (connections with internal and external components):
● AI Model Info Aggregator: this interface is responsible for accessing AI Models,
their descriptions and their metadata from the knowlEdge Repository component. This
interface is one of the core connections of the knowlEdge Marketplace as it provides the
core information that would be presented in the Marketplace related to AI models
● Data Streamer: this interface is in charge of collecting the available Datasets in the
project’s Historical Data repositories in order to make them available alongside AI
models to marketplace’s users
● Identity Provider API: a set of HTTP/REST endpoints that allow
applications/services to manage their login services and digital identities of a
Hyperledger Fabric Network for a unique organization
● Blockchain API: this component is another interface component, which provides the
decentralized blockchain functionalities to the knowlEdge marketplace based on
REST. It is configurable microservice that exposes functions of any smart contract
deployed on any arbitrary Hyperledger Fabric channel as HTTP endpoints.
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The aforementioned designed architecture alongside with its identified components and
their corresponding role and functionalities was the base for the developments have done
so far in T5.3 knowlEdge Marketplace.
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4 knowlEdge Marketplace Supported Services and
Functionalities
Based on the needs and requirements that have been described in previous sections and
the envisioning role of the knowlEdge Marketplace the following high-level functionalities
should be delivered:

Figure 4: knowlEdge Marketplace Features
Although the core set of the marketplace’s functionalities has already been sketched out in
the previous figure we provide, in the interest of clarity and precision, we provide, in the
following, a succinct and descriptive list of the functionalities that are expected to be exposed
by the DLT-based marketplace focusing on ‘business’ transactions and actions that a user
would be able to execute:
●

AI model producers, or more specifically, NFT owners, should be able to advertise
their willingness to sell access to the binary files of individual AI models with a price
of their choosing.

●

Should allow each AI model producer to query the AI models that he/she has
advertised on the marketplace.

●

Should allow each producer to retract, at any point in time, advertised AI models on
the marketplace.

●

Should allow any entity to query all the AI models that are advertised on the
marketplace.

●

Interested AI model consumers should be able to buy access to any AI model that is
advertised on the marketplace, provided they have enough coin balance.
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●

AI model consumers should retain access rights to the binary files of AI models they
have purchased, even in the event that they have been retracted by the marketplace.

●

Allow each consumer to query the marketplace for a list of all successful purchases.

●

External entities, i.e., an AI model repository, should be able to verify, in a secure
fashion, that an actor requesting access to an AI model’s binary file is a legitimate
consumer, i.e., that at some point in time he/she has successfully performed a
purchase.

This concludes a short overview of the marketplace’s expected functionalities and serves
as a basis to proceed with the introduction of the system’s architecture and, subsequently,
the technical specifications of the involved components.
In order to deliver the features and functionalities that have been collected during the design
phase the followings have been defined:
● The use of Open Source ngx-admin 1framework will be used in order to deliver the
demanded web UIs
● For the delivery of user-friendly UIs, best practices will be applied during both design
and development phases including creation of mock-ups and discussions for
feedback by end-users as well
● The access and manipulation of AI models will be enabled by the integration with
knowlEdge Repository (T5.2) that provides an API with corresponding services
(CRUD operations)
● Search functionalities will be enabled by integrating the Marketplace with the
knowlEdge repository that provides a set of querying services and ngx-admin libraries
enabling filtering functionalities such as filtering.
● Blockchain Technology (Hyperledger Fabric2) and Smart Contracts will be used in
order to add business logic to the knowlEdge Marketplace to ensure trusted
transactions among the stakeholders and protect IPR.
● Also, for managing reviews and ratings Blockchain would to log this information
● Users and Roles Management will be enabled by the Identity Provider component
which is based on Keycloak3 and it is also connected to the Blockchain framework of
the project
● Connection with the Decision Support Framework(DSF) of the project for direct
models execution will be enable by the complete AI pipeline of the project (WP2 to
WP7)
● Functionalities related to notifications and recommendations will be covered by the
front-end framework.
Besides, the last two bullet points all the other actions are fully in progress and more details
for them are presented in the following chapter. In particular, the knowlEdge Marketplace is
supported by two main backend frameworks. The first one is the knowlEdge Repository that
is documented on D5.2 so no more details about it will be reported in this report. The second

1

https://github.com/akveo/ngx-admin
https://www.hyperledger.org/use/fabric
3
https://www.keycloak.org/
2
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is the Blockchain framework that is documented in detail in the next chapter. The
implemented front-end part of the knowlEdge Marketplace is presented in chapter 6.
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5 NFT-based Monetization Framework for AI Models based
on Smart Contracts
For the needs of the knowlEdge project, a curated, end-to-end secure, auditable, verifiable
and decentralized solution that empowers researchers, developers and, in general,
producers of arbitrary artificial intelligence (AI) models is under development. These
developments aim to provide a platform that allows all the aforementioned stakeholders to
monetize the outcomes of their work. Producers of AI models should be able to declare, or
prove, to all other entities that are part of the system, ownership of their work. Furthermore,
each individual AI model, regardless of its owner, is a unique asset, by definition. The
combination of these two facts constitutes treating AI models on the ledger as NFTs as an
ideal choice. This option also supports additional functionalities that might prove useful in
the future, such as transferring ownership. Broadly speaking, all marketplaces are based on
the assumption that participants (e.g., buyers and sellers) share a common value system.
In real world marketplaces, the standard example is some form of fiat currency (e.g., Euros).
In the realm of distributed ledgers, corresponding functionality to that of real-world fiat is
provided by fungible tokens. Hence, to facilitate the development of a Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT)-based marketplace, which in the context of this project relates with the
monetization of AI models, a base layer that provides for fungible token functionality is
necessary.
On a high-level, the main objective of the marketplace with which we are concerned in the
context of this documentation is to allow arbitrary producers of AI models to monetize their
work. Producers, or owners of AI models should be able to broadcast, or publish on the DLT
their willingness to sell access to their AI models by specifying, among other useful data, a
price (in fungible token units). For a variety of security and scalability reasons, AI models
are physically stored in an off-chain component, i.e., some form of repository. Consumers,
or potential buyers should be able to query the DLT-based marketplace and obtain a list of
all AI models for which they can purchase access. Following a successful purchase, they
should be able to download the binary file of the AI model from the respective repository on
which it is physically stored. Clearly, the repository should be able to verify that the entity
performing the request is either the owner, or someone who has successfully purchased
access to this particular AI model, prior to providing access to the corresponding binary file.
Based on this intuitive introductory note, the following sections are dedicated to
addressing specific (technical or not) issues relevant to this use case’s implementation.

5.1 Marketplace Actors
This section is dedicated to documenting the actors and the means under which they engage
in this use case. In particular, in the following table, the various actor roles and the means
under which they engage with the platform, i.e., their capabilities are presented.

Role
Admin

Capabilities
•

Entities that have access to privileged functionalities, such as:
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•

Anything related to Identity and access management (IAM).
o

AI Model Producer

Acting as principals of notarized functionalities exposed
by the smart contracts that are deployed on the DLT,
wherever and if deemed necessary. For instance,
approving the minting of fungible tokens (coins).

Entities that produce, or develop new AI models. Their engagement with
the platform is as follows:

● Querying the platform for a complete list of all the AI models that
they own.

● Uploading AI models to the repository.
● Correspondingly, minting AI models (NFTs) on the DLT and
storing the corresponding metadata file on the off-chain
metadata store.

● Publishing their willingness to sell access to AI models (NFTs)
that they own on the marketplace.

● Retracting from the marketplace selling access to AI models
(NFTs).

● Engaging in the full breadth of functionalities provided by the
DLT-based fungible token framework, e.g., creating (bank)
accounts, transferring coins to accounts of other users and so
on.
AI Model Consumer

These are the main clients of the marketplace, i.e., the ones that
purchase access to AI models. Their engagement with the platform is as
follows:
●

Retrieving an informative list of all (or even individual) AI models
for which they can buy, via fungible token units, access to.

●

Querying the AI model (NFT) metadata store to obtain additional
information regarding a particular AI model, such as the URL of
the corresponding repository on which it is stored.

●

Engaging in the full breadth of functionalities provided by the
DLT-based fungible token framework, e.g., creating (bank)
accounts, transferring coins to accounts of other users and so
on.

●

Purchasing access to one or more AI models that are advertised
on the marketplace by specifying the fungible token account that
will be used from which the payment will be performed.
Obviously, the specified account must have sufficient coin
balance.

●

Once a purchase has been completed, these entities retain
indefinitely their right to access the AI model, regardless of
whether it has been retracted by the corresponding producer or
not.

●

Query the platform for a complete list of all the purchases that
they have performed in the marketplace.

Figure 5: knowlEdge Marketplace Actors
Note that the terms “AI Model Producer”, “AI Model Researcher” and “AI Model Developer”
are used interchangeably to refer to the same actor. Similarly, the terms “AI Model
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Consumer” and “Marketplace Customer” are used interchangeably to refer to the same
actor. Lastly, note that the same real-world entity can potentially enact in all of the
aforementioned roles, e.g., an AI model producer can also act as a consumer, or
marketplace customer for AI models produced by others.

5.2 High-Level Architecture
In this section the Blockchain framework of knowlEdge Marketplace is presented in details
for architectural perspective.

5.2.1 Introduction
We are interested in providing a system architecture that can, in the first place, be practically
realized and, in the second place, that is intuitive and informative for both business and tech
savvy folks (e.g., developers). To accommodate both audiences, one needs to account for
off-chain components that will complement the functionalities provided by the DLT
infrastructure. For instance, in the context of this particular use case, we need to account
for the physical storage of AI model files. Furthermore, thr provision an identity and access
management infrastructure for the actorseand the services that they consume, or interact
with, various integration and deployment-related components, such as API gateways and,
lastly, dashboards (user interfaces) for the involved actors that provide user-friendly means
of interacting with the platform. However, we stress that this document is focused on the
flows and overall functionalities that are supported by the DLT infrastructure. Hence, issues
regarding UI/UX design, visualization and the like, although important, are considered out
of this document’s scope.
In the following figure, we provide a high-level overview of the system’s architecture, the
involved actors, the IT infrastructure and the means under which they interact to deliver the
expected set of functionalities.
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Figure 6: High-level overview of the AI model monetization framework’s architecture
Hence, the components that warrant implementation to facilitate the delivery of this use case
are the following: the marketplace and token mint notary smart contracts and a simplistic
version of the AI model repository, which complies with the interface specification provided
by the respective partner.
In the remainder of this chapter, we dedicate separate subsections to illustrate, in a more
concise fashion, the interactions involved among the actors and the components of the IT
infrastructure, towards the implementation of the system’s flows via sequence diagrams. We
stress that, in order to provide for more digestible and short diagrams, we refrain from
depicting the authentication, authorization and, subsequent, verification of the OAuth 2.0
tokens since these can, in effect, be transparently plugged-in in the context of a secure
deployment.

5.2.2 Upload AI Model
In the figure below, we illustrate the steps required to upload an AI model to the platform.
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Figure 7: Sequence diagram illustrating the steps required to successfully upload an AI
model to the platform.
In the interest of brevity, we omit from the figure above the interactions of the Hyper Ledger
Fabric (HLF) SC Gateway with the smart contracts that are deployed on the HLF network.

5.2.3 Sell AI Model Repository Access
In the figure below, we illustrate the steps required to sell access to an AI model that is
stored in some repository.
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Figure 8: Sequence diagram illustrating the steps required to successfully advertise the
producer’s willingness to sell access to one of her AI models
In the figure above, we assume that the AI model producer has already decided which AI
model he/she wishes to sell access to and that he/she has an active account in the FT smart
contract.

5.2.4 Retract AI Model Repository Sale
In the figure below, we illustrate the steps required to retract the selling of access to an AI
model.

Figure 9: Sequence diagram illustrating the steps required for an AI model producer to
retract her willingness to sell access to one of her AI models.
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In the figure above, we assume that the AI model producer has already decided which of
his/her active sales he/she wishes to retract. We stress that if any entity, regardless of their
role, attempts to retract a sale that was not created by them, the operation will fail at the
contract level and an error message will be returned.

5.2.5 Purchase AI Model Repository Access
In the figure below, we illustrate the steps required to purchase access, via the marketplace
smart contract, to the repository of an AI model that is on sale.

Figure 10: Sequence diagram illustrating the steps required to purchase access to the
repository that physically stores an AI model.
For this particular flow, we assume that the Marketplace Customer has already at least one
account in the FT chaincode with sufficient funds (coins) and that he/she has decided on
which AI model he/she wishes to purchase access to. Put simply, the accountID and saleID
parameter values are known.
The Marketplace Customer begins by generating a (cryptographically) random 32-byte
array. This is subsequently encoded as a base64URL string and set as the value of the
“seed” key in the PurchaseParams object that will be created. We stress that a
cryptographically secure randomness source needs to be employed for this process. The
steps that follow are fairly straightforward and are depicted in the figure.
In the interest of clarity, we stress that coins are transferred from the customer’s FT account
to the account of the AI model producer. Clearly, if this operation fails, e.g., due to the fact
that the customer does not have enough coins in her account, an error is propagated all the
way back to the customer issuing the purchase request.
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5.2.6 Repository Access Purchase Verification
In the figure below, we illustrate the steps required to download an AI model from its
respective repository.

Figure 11: Sequence diagram illustrating the steps required for the AI model repository to
verify that the party requesting access to an AI model has successfully purchased it from
the marketplace.
For this particular flow, we assume that the entity that wishes to download the AI model’s
file is a Marketplace Customer, i.e., not the actual owner, and that, prior to this flow, she has
obtained the model’s identifier and that he/she performed a successful purchase on the
marketplace smart contract. Put simply, we assume that the Marketplace Customer owns a
valid receipt for this particular AI model, i.e., that the value of receiptID is known to her. In
the interest of simplicity, we assume here that the Marketplace Customer invokes the
getModel endpoint of the repository. However, we stress that exactly the same verification
steps can be performed by the AI repository in the context of other endpoints that are related
with accessing an AI model, or other information related to it.

5.2.7 knowlEdge Marketplace Smart Contract
In this section, we document the exposed interface of the marketplace smart contract, which
emerges from the composition of modular chaincode packages, each of which is targeted
on providing specific functionalities and features. A short and descriptive list of these
packages is as follows:
●

Sale: Implements functionality that allows an AI model producer to advertise and
retract her willingness to sell access to her model(s). Supplementary query
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functionality is provided towards consumers to facilitate their ability to purchase
access.
●

Purchase: Implements functionality that allows consumers to, first, purchase access
to advertised AI models, as well as, queries that allows each consumer to have
access to all of her successfully completed purchases.

●

Receipt: Implements functionality that allows, on the one hand, consumers of AI
models to manage their purchase receipts, i.e., testaments of their successful
purchases and their verification by external entities.

●

Config: Maintains and exposes all things related with the marketplace’s configuration
parameters.

The initialization function of this smart contract is defined as follows:
Name
Function

Description

Init

Input
JSON-encoded
MarketConfig Object

Output
n/a

This is the chaincode’s initialization function that must be invoked as part of
its lifecycle process, i.e., during its deployment on a channel. Internally, this
function initializes the Config chaincode package.

In the following, we dedicate separate subsections for the interface of each individual
chaincode package, data model specifications and, lastly, the collection of functions that
are routed, or exposed, and are made available for external entities to invoke and query.
5.2.7.1 Sale
The technical specifications of this chaincode’s functions are as follows:
Name
Function

Description

Publish

Input
JSON-encoded
SaleParams payload

Output
SaleID: String

This is the entrypoint function that allows AI model producers to advertise
their willingness to sell access to a model stored in an off-chain repository.
The code of this function needs to ensure that the invoker is the owner of
the AI model’s respective NFT. This can be achieved by invoking the
OwnerOf() and GetInvokerID() functions of the NFT chaincode. Moreover,
this function needs to ensure that the accountID, which is part of the input
payload, corresponds to a FT account owned by the invoker. To achieve
this, the contract can invoke the GetAccount() function of the FT chaincode.
Assuming all these validations are carried out successfully, it generates and
outputs a unique identifier for this particular sale. The output identifier must
be a base64URL encoded string.
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Function

Description

Name
Retract

Input
SaleID: String

Description

GetSaleIDs

Input
n/a

Description

GetSales

Description

SaleIDArray: JSONencoded array of strings

Input
n/a

Output
JSON-encoded array of
Sale objects

This function outputs an array of all the sales that are currently advertised by
the contract.

Name
Function

Output

A simple query function that outputs an array of all the identifiers of all the
sales that are currently advertised by the contract.

Name
Function

n/a

This function allows AI model producers to retract an access sale, i.e.,
instruct the contract to no longer advertise the sale of access to a model
stored in an off-chain repository. This function should ensure that the
invoker is the same entity that published the sale referenced by the input
identifier.

Name
Function

Output

GetSaleByID

Input
SaleID: String

Output
JSON-encoded Sale
object

A simple query function that, on input the identifier of a sale, outputs its
corresponding descriptive object (assuming it exists).

5.2.7.2 Purchase
The technical specifications of this chaincode’s functions are as follows:
Name
Function

Description

Purchase

Input
JSON-encoded
PurchaseParams payload

Output
purchaseID: String

Allows invoking entities to buy access to sales that are advertised by the
contract. Internally, this function invokes the Transfer() function of the fungible
token chaincode to transfer funds from the invoker’s account to that of the AI
model producer that published the sale. Assuming that coins are transferred
successfully, this function proceeds by invoking the GenerateReceipt()
function of the Receipt chaincode (documented below). Next, all necessary
state operations are performed to log and associate the purchase and the
receipt with the invoking entity and outputs the unique identifier of this
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purchase, which must be a base64URL-encoded string.
Note that, for obvious reasons, we do not allow an AI model producer to
purchase access to one of her own sales. Moreover, the contract should not
permit entities to purchase a specific advertised sale multiple times, i.e., it
should check whether the entity performing the purchase has done so in the
past and, if so, output an appropriate error message.

Name
Function
Description

GetPurchaseIDs

Input
n/a

Description

GetPurchaseByID

Input
purchaseID: String

Description

Output
JSON-encoded Purchase
object

A simple query function that, on input the identifier of a purchase, outputs its
corresponding descriptive object (assuming it exists). Note that the contract
needs to check that the invoking entity is the one that actually “owns”, or
has completed, this particular purchase.

Name
Function

PurchaseIDArray: JSONencoded array of strings

A simple query function that outputs an array of identifiers of all the
purchases that have been completed by the invoking entity.

Name
Function

Output

GetPurchases

Input
n/a

Output
JSON-encoded array of
Purchase objects

This function outputs an array of all the purchases that have been
completed by the invoking entity.

5.2.7.3 Receipt
The technical specifications of this chaincode’s functions are as follows:
Name
Function

Description

GenerateReceipt

Input
JSON-encoded
ReceiptGenerationParams
payload

Output
JSON-encoded Receipt
object

We denote the instance (or variable) of this function’s input object as rgp. The
following computation is performed:
hash = SHA256(rgp.seed || “.” || rgp.tokenID),
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where “||” denotes string concatenation. The hash byte array is base64URLencoded and is set as the identifier of a newly generated Receipt object that
is output by this function.

Name
Function

Description

Function

Description

GetReceiptIDs

Input
n/a

Description

Function

Description

ReceiptIDArray: JSONencoded array of strings

This function allows AI model producers to retract an access sale, i.e.,
instruct the contract to no longer advertise the sale of access to a model
stored in an off-chain repository. This function should ensure that the
invoker is the same entity that published the sale referenced by the input
identifier.

Name

Input

GetReceiptByID

receiptID: String

Output
JSON-encoded Receipt
object

A simple query function that, on input the identifier of a receipt, outputs its
corresponding descriptive object (assuming it exists). Note that the contract
needs to check that the invoking entity is the one that actually “owns” this
particular receipt.

Name
Function

Output

GetReceipts

Input
n/a

Output
JSON-encoded array of
Receipt objects

This function outputs an array of all the receipts that are owned by the
invoking entity.

Name
GetReceiptTokenID

Input
receiptID: String

Output
tokenID: String

This function outputs the identifier of the token that is associated with the
input receipt identifier. There are no restrictions on who can call this
function, nor does it matter if the invoker “owns” the receipt or not.

5.2.7.4 Config
The technical specifications of this chaincode’s functions are as follows:
Name
Function

Init

Input
JSON-encoded
MarketConfig object
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Description

Entry point function for storing the marketplace’s configuration object on the
contract’s state. This function is invoked only once and only from the Init()
function of the marketplace contract which, in turn, is only invoked during
its deployment on a channel.

Name
Function
Description

GetConfig

Input
n/a

Output
JSON-encoded
MarketConfig object

Structured output of all the configuration parameters of the marketplace
chaincode.

5.2.7.5 Data Model
In the following table, we provide JSON examples of all the objects that are related with
the specification of the marketplace chaincode’s interface:
Object
CCAddress

JSON Schema
{
"channel": String,
"name": String

MarketConfig

}
{
"ftcc": CCAddress Object,
"nftcc": CCAddress Object

SaleParams

}
{
"tokenID": String,
"accountID": String,
"price": Float64

Sale

}
{
"id": String,
"tokenID": String,
"price": Float64,
"time": time.Time,

PurchaseParams

}
{
"saleID": String,
"seed": String,
"accountID": String

Purchase

}
{
"id": String,
"tokenID": String,
"receiptID": String,
"price": Float64,
"accountID": String,
"time": time.Time
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}
{

ReceiptGenerationParams

"tokenID": String,
"seed": String
}
{

Receipt

"id": String,
"tokenID": String,
"seed": String
}

5.2.7.6 External Interface
In the following table, we document the marketplace’s external interface, i.e., the collection
of functions that are exposed to the outside world and are, thus, subject to invocations and
queries.
Chaincode Package

Functions

Marketplace

Init

Sale

All

Purchase

All

Receipt

All except GenerateReceipt()

Config

All except InitConfig()

We denote as “Marketplace” the chaincode package that is mainly composed of the
initialization function and the constituent functions of the other documented chaincode
packages.
5.2.7.7 Default Notary Chaincode
Due to the fact that there is no requirement for a particular business logic that governs
privileged operations of the tokenization smart contracts and to satisfy the requirements of
the notary interaction pattern, in this section, we document the interface of a simple
notarization smart contract that exposes a collection of functions, each of which outputs by
default a particular status code.
For the function inputs documented below, we employ the notation “n/n”, which stands for
“not needed” to signify that the contract’s functions output their designated payloads,
regardless of the number and structure of their input parameters.
Name
Function
Description

Approved

Input
n/n

Output
JSON-encoded Approved
notary status code

Output the designated payload regardless of the input(s).
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Name
Function
Description

Rejected

Input
receiptID: String

Description

Pending

Input
n/n

Description

Output
JSON-encoded Pending
notary status code

Output the designated payload regardless of the input(s).

Name
Function

JSON-encoded Rejected
notary status code

Output the designated payload regardless of the input(s).

Name
Function

Output

NotFound

Input
n/n

Output
JSON-encoded NotFound
notary status code

Output the designated payload regardless of the input(s).

5.2.8 Identity Management
HLF is an enterprise-grade, permissioned blockchain platform which allows multiple
organizations to create a trusted, secure and verifiable network and use it for their own
transactional purposes. Given the fact that this network is permissioned and not public, a
need arises for all organizations to be able to issue digital identities for their entities, similarly
to the way a company is able to issue digital identities to its employees. Moreover, these
digital identities need to be verifiable by other organizations that are part of the consortium,
thus proving sufficient information to anyone in the network that the entity they are
communicating belongs to an organization within the consortium.
Therefore, there is a need to provide a service that will assist in issuing and maintaining the
digital identities of the consortium. This service is comprised by two parts. First, a secured
backend that allows administrators to manage, via simple and powerful APIs, the digital
identities of their organization’s members. The administrator will also be able to remove, or
revoke the credentials of admitted members, which will result in them being unable to
interact with the marketplace’s services in any way. Furthermore, the administrator will be
able either approve or reject any entity’s enrolment request. These functionalities are
exposed via a user-friendly UI, which is the second component of this service. The
community management DAPP, on a more technical note, can be thought of as an external
identity provider (IdP) that, apart from the aforementioned functionalities, provides for login
and logout services that involve the issuance of JWT tokens, following the specifications of
OAuth 2.0 and, when required, OpenID Connect. These tokens are employed by edge
software components, such as web browsers, for authentication and authorization purposes
when interacting with the other components of this ecosystem.
The next component in line is the HLF Organization CA Service which, in a few words, is a
standard certification authority built-in HLF that allows the lifecycle management of X.509
digital certificates, pertaining to a specific organization of a HLF network, via a set of
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endpoints. The endpoints of this service are restricted to administrators which are in turn
authenticated and authorized via the functionalities of the community management service.
This service exposes registration and enrolment endpoints, which are invoked as part of a
user’s registration process via the community management service and involve the
generation and signing of X.509 digital certificates that internally encode the attributes
pertaining to the admitted user’s role. Moreover, as illustrated in the figure, this service
interacts with an HLF network via the gRPC protocol to issue MSP configuration updates,
which are essential when, e.g., a user’s X.509 digital certificate is revoked.

5.2.9 HLF SC Gateway
So far, we have described the smart contracts that will comprise of the main marketplace
functionalities, the Identity Management tools that allow the creation and management of
identities that are allowed to somehow interact with the marketplace and provided some
basic flows. However, users and only users of the marketplace need to have a way of
securely accessing the smart contracts to interact with each other and the marketplace itself.
Another important aspect of accessing smart contracts is that, in the wake of a new
functionality of the marketplace, a developer or maintainer should be able to include it
without having to change much in the backend code. Thus, we are going to employ a
backend agnostic, secure SC Gateway, which will be taking care of the entire smart contract
access and will also smoothen the interactions of other off-chain components, such as UI
and the Identity Management tools that are in place.
Starting off, the first set of APIs that the gateway exposes provide a direct mapping between
the functions that are exposed by the instantiated smart contracts on the ledger.
Furthermore, this component exposes a credential management API that allows an
administrator to insert, update and revoke the private key and the corresponding digital
certificate of identities enrolled. These credentials are employed by the gateway for
transaction signing purposes when an authenticated user invokes the API corresponding to
an exposed smart contract function. The interaction of the gateway with the marketplace’s
blockchain network and the contracts that are instantiated therein is based on the gRPC
protocol.
The HLF smart contract gateway’s configuration is comprised by two parts; the network
connection file and the gateway configuration file. The network connection profile is the initial
file, and it contains information about the target blockchain, in our case, the knowlEdge
marketplace. This is a YAML file that contains the following sectioned data:
● The orderers and peers that the application has specified to use for transactions for
each channel, as well as a set of optional policies that the program can use to
accomplish channel operations.
● A description of the network's participants, which includes information such as their
MSP's identity and the links to their MSP's root certificates.
● The orderers to whom the service can send transactions and channel create/update
requests.
● Connection information for the peers to which the gateway can submit various
requests, such as transaction endorsements, queries, and event listener
registrations.
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The gateway’s second configuration file contains information about the HTTP endpoints it
will expose and the smart contracts it will interface with. The path to the network connection
profile comes first. Second, the HTTP listening port of the gateway. Third, and most
significantly, a section dedicated to giving all of the information required by the gateway in
order for it to not only communicate with the smart contracts, but also expose their functions
as a REST API. This part specifies the smart contract's instantiation name and the channel
on which it is instantiated. This configuration file also includes the following information for
each smart contract function:
● The function’s name, as it is exposed by the contract.
● The HTTP method name that will be employed, i.e., GET for queries and POST for
transactions.
● The name of the endpoint that is appended to the base URL of the gateway to
invoke this function.
● An optional list of URL parameters, based on the REST paradigm, which can be
encoded.
● A specification of response headers.
For the knowlEdge marketplace, the gateway’s configuration file has the following
specifications. We stress that all HTTP requests towards this component must include a
bearer token in the Authorization HTTP header that corresponds to the (logged in) user
issuing the request. These can be obtained by interfacing with the endpoints exposed by the HLF
CM API.
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Endpoint

Method

Description

Input

Positive Output

/knowledge/ai-nfts/mint

POST

Invokes the Mint
function of the AI
Model NFT smart
contract by passing
the entire body of
the request as a
single input
parameter

JSON-encoded
MintNFT object

HTTP 200 OK

/knowledge/ai-nfts/utils/ownerid

GET

Invokes the
GetInvokerID
function of the AI
Model NFT smart
contract

n/a

The invoker’s
identifier in string
format (HTTP
200 OK).

/knowledge/aimarketplace/sale/publish

POST

Invokes the Publish
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract by passing
the entire body of
the request as a
single input
parameter

JSON-encoded
SaleParams
object

An identifier for
this newly
created sale in
string format
(HTTP 200 OK).

/knowledge/aimarketplace/sale/retract/:saleID

POST

Invokes the Retract
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract by passing
the saleID URL
path parameter as
a single input

saleID URL Path
parameter

HTTP 200 OK

/knowledge/ai-marketplace/sales/ids

GET

Invokes the
GetSaleIDs
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract

n/a

SaleIDArray:
JSON-encoded
array of strings
(HTTP 200 OK)

/knowledge/aimarketplace/sale/:saleID

GET

Invokes the
GetSaleByID
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract by passing
the saleID URL
path parameter as
a single input

saleID URL Path
parameter

JSON-encoded
Sale object
(HTTP 200 OK)

NFT CHAINCODE API

MARKETPLACE CHAINCODE API
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/knowledge/ai-marketplace/sales

GET

Invokes the
GetSales function
of the Marketplace
smart contract

n/a

JSON-encoded
array of Sale
objects (HTTP
200 OK)

/knowledge/ai-marketplace/purchase

POST

Invokes the
Purchase function
of the Marketplace
smart contract by
passing the entire
body of the request
as a single input
parameter

JSON-encoded
PurchaseParam
s object

An identifier for
the successfully
completed
purchase in string
format (HTTP
200 OK).

/knowledge/aimarketplace/purchases/ids

GET

Invokes the
GetPurchaseIDs
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract

n/a

PurchaseIDArray:
JSON-encoded
array of strings
(HTTP 200 OK)

/knowledge/aimarketplace/purchase/:purchaseID

GET

Invokes the
GetPurchaseByID
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract by passing
the purchaseID
URL path
parameter as a
single input

purchaseID URL
Path parameter

JSON-encoded
Purchase object
(HTTP 200 OK)

/knowledge/ai-marketplace/purchases

GET

Invokes the
GetPurchases
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract

n/a

JSON-encoded
array of Purchase
objects (HTTP
200 OK)

/knowledge/aimarketplace/receipts/ids

GET

Invokes the
GetReceiptIDs
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract

n/a

ReceiptIDArray:
JSON-encoded
array of strings
(HTTP 200 OK)

/knowledge/aimarketplace/receipt/:receiptID

GET

Invokes the
GetReceiptByID
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract by passing
the receiptID URL
path parameter as
a single input

receiptID URL
Path parameter

JSON-encoded
Receipt object
(HTTP 200 OK)
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/knowledge/ai-marketplace/receipts

GET

Invokes the
GetReceipts
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract

n/a

/knowledge/aimarketplace/receipt/tokenid/:receiptI
D

GET

Invokes the
receiptID URL
GetReceiptTokenID Path parameter
function of the
Marketplace smart
contract by passing
by passing the
receiptID URL path
parameter as a
single input

The NFT identifier
(tokenID) with
which this receipt
is associated with
(HTTP 200 OK).

/knowledge/ai-marketplace/config

GET

Invokes the
GetConfig function
of the Marketplace
smart contract

JSON-encoded
MarketConfig
object (HTTP 200
OK)

n/a

JSON-encoded
array of Receipt
objects (HTTP
200 OK)

We conclude by providing an example of the MintNFT payload, which is part of the AI model upload
flow:

{
"tokenID": String,
"ownerID": String,
"metadata":
{
"algo": String,
"tokenURI": String,
"hash": base64URL-encoded String
}
}
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6 knowlEdge Marketplace User Interfaces
6.1 Design of User Interfaces
For designing user friendly and aesthetic user interfaces we applied best practices during
design phase following guidelines by experts45 in user interface experience. Based on these
guidelines the knowlEdge user interfaces developed are based on the pillars in the following
figure:

Figure 12: Design Pillars of Marketplace UIs
A very first attempt to design mock-ups for knowlEdge Marketplace was done using
Balsamiq6 wire-framing software. This first attempt was aiming to represent the main content
that should be visualized in the marketplace and to trigger discussions especially on

4

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-interface-design.html
6
https://balsamiq.com/
5
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technical level about the actual design, technologies to be used and the interaction between
various components, in order to deliver the demanded information to the front-end.
The initial designed mock-ups were the following:

Figure 13: Landing Page of knowlEdge Marketplace – Initial Mock-up

Figure 14: Create Model Interface – Initial Mock-up
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Figure 15: Search Results Interface – Initial Mock-up

Figure 16: AI Model Details Interface – Initial Mock-up
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Figure 17: User Details/Profile Page – Initial Mock-up
After the initial mock-ups creation, the architecture design, the documentation of
requirements and user stories, it was possible to have a second round of mock-ups design.
These were the final mock-ups before the actual development of UIs was started. These
mock-ups contain a better level of detail, colours based on design pallets, fonts instructions
etc., in order to be the guide for the front-end development. These mock-ups were produced
using Adobe Creative Cloud (Suite)7 and are available in the next figures:

7

https://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html
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Figure 18: knowlEdge Marketplace Login Page - Mock-up

Figure 19: Search Results Grid View - Mock-up
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Figure 20: Search and Filtering Interfaces - Mock-up

Figure 21: AI Model Details / Specifications - Mock-up
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Figure 22: AI Model Details / Connected Datasets - Mock-up

Figure 23: Create AI Model Interface – Mock-up
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Following the presentation of the mock-ups by the project partners and their validation, the
development activities had started.

6.2 Implemented User Interfaces
After the final mock-ups were created, the corresponding User Interfaces could be
implemented. The technologies and frameworks for the development are analysed in 6.2.1
and screenshots of the implemented knowledge Marketplace User Interface can be seen in
6.2.2.

6.2.1 Technologies and Frameworks
The decision regarding which tools or tech stack should be chosen for software development
is always a hurdle. There is a huge number of JavaScript libraries or frameworks to use in
order to develop a robust web page.
One of the most popular front-end web frameworks is Angular, which is open-source and is
developed by Google for creating dynamic modern web apps. Angular is usually used for:
● Dynamic web apps: Where the content and some components are displayed
according to the user who is accessing.
● Business-level web apps: Thanks to Typescript, applications can be designed
reusing components and different modules. Also, with the wide variety of available
libraries a lot of time and work can be saved.
● Single-page apps/progressive web apps: When there is a need for minimalist but
highly dynamic apps.
As the desired final application should cover the above features, combined with the fact that
Angular is easy to scale and maintain, Angular was chosen for the front-end development.
After selecting which JavaScript framework to use, research was done concerning already
implemented Marketplaces using Angular. During this research, it was found that ngx-admin
can be used as a template for the faster implementation of the knowlEdge Marketplace User
Interface. Ngx-admin is a popular admin dashboard based on Angular that is free and opensource. It is efficient as it is packed with a huge number of UI components and customizable
as it is easy to use and change themes. Last but not least, according to the team that
supports ngx-admin8 it can save 480 hours of development time.
During the front-end development it is common to use prebuilt components in order to save
time and make sure that these components are fully functional as there are other developers
supporting, using and testing them. The libraries used for prebuilt User Interface
components are:
● Angular Material
● Bootstrap
● Nebular

8

https://akveo.github.io/ngx-admin/
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Each one of these libraries offers a great variety of components and styles and they are
used when necessary and according to the needs of the knowledge Marketplace User
Interface.

6.2.2 Marketplace User Interfaces
The following screenshots present in detail the available UIs of the knowlEdge Marketplace.

Figure 24: knowlEdge Marketplace Login Page
All the available products (AI models, solutions and datasets) can be seen in a list view
(Figure 25) or grid view (Figure 26).
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Figure 25: List View

Figure 26: Grid View

The available products can be filtered out by owner, category or price range.
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Figure 27: Filtering Options
The available products can be filtered out by the owner using the chips above the table as
seen in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Chips Filtering
Search functionality using a keyword, a product name or an owner name can be seen in
Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Search Functionality
A product can be selected in order to see its details and add it to the cart if wanted.

Figure 30: AI Model Details
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Figure 31: Cart of knowlEdge Marketplace

6.2.3 KnowlEdge Marketplace integration with Repository
KnowlEdge Marketplace User Interface provides a visual interface that enables the user to
create a new AI model and store it in the KnowlEdge Repository. In order to achieve that
there are 3 steps that need to be followed. First, the details of a related dataset should be
provided (Figure 32). Second, the details of the corresponding task of the AI model (Figure
33) and last the details of the AI model to be created (Figure 34).
The communication between knowlEdge Marketplace and knowlEdge Repository is
achieved through the API of the knowlEdge Repository. A lot of information is involved in
the creation of a new AI model and in order to facilitate this process, the Marketplace User
Interface provides autocompletion suggestions of already stored data. For example, when
the user is completing the dataset name, the names of the already stored datasets appear
on the screen (Figure 35) and if the user selects one of them all the information of that
dataset is shown in the corresponding fields (Figure 36). The autocompletion suggestion
appears in various fields during the process of creating a new AI model in all 3 steps. In the
first step (Figure 32) there are auto completion suggestions for the dataset name and the
property name. In the second step (Figure 33) there are auto completion suggestions for the
task name, the analysis type and application name while in the third step (Figure 34) for the
model type, the input vector name and the output vector name. In this way, there are no
duplicates in the database and some data already stored can be reused.
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Figure 32: Create AI Model / Add Dataset Details (1)

Figure 33: Create AI Model / Add Task Details (2)
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Figure 34: Create AI Model / Add Model Details (3)

Figure 35: Dataset Name Autocompletion Suggestion
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Figure 36: Dataset Information Autocompletion
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7 Conclusions and Next Steps
In conclusion, it is depicted by this report that the initial version of knowlEdge Marketplace
has been designed and implemented. Following the requirements and technologies’
definition the knowlEdge Marketplace architecture was designed. An analysis of current
state-of-the-art in the field of AI models Marketplaces was conducted as well. Moreover, an
operational user interface for exploring AI models, search for the models or add new one is
available. The front-end design was based on best practices related to graphical user
interfaces development. It is implemented as a web-based application. Well-known
languages such as Angular Typescript were used alongside frameworks such as ngx-admin
for enabling fast and scalable design of UIs. Many of UIs’ information are knowlEdge
Repository of T5.2 due to initial integration of the two components.
Furthermore, the back-end part based on blockchain has been designed and its
implementation is under development. The use of blockchain and smart contracts will add
the business logic to knowlEdge Marketplace. A RESTful API (Blockchain Gateway) has
been implemented in order to provide access to blockchain nodes as services. This will
enable the faster integration with Marketplace front-end and security related components by
the project. For the security parts of knowlEdge Marketplace an Identity Management
Provider has been setup in the activities of T5.3. This component will be used for secure
login, authentication and authorization of the users and role management and it is already
connected with the existing blockchain infrastructure.
Besides the development activities so far, as next steps are considered:
•

the integration of Identity Provider component with Marketplace UI

•

the fully integration with knowlEdge Repository in order to display all the information
related to AI models

•

further development and deployment of HLF network including NFT/FT and
Marketplace chaincode

•

the fully integration of the Marketplace UI with the HLF blockchain network.

Moreover, a checkout functionality for Marketplace’s cart will explored to be added in the
functionalities. After the development and testing phase, the last step will be the final
deployment of the marketplace component.
All these planned actions alongside any other updates related to knowlEdge Marketplace’s
functionalities will be delivered in the next deliverable coming from T5.3, D5.5 Final
knowlEdge Marketplace Platform (M30).
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